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TO .I. A. GREEN ON HIS 60TH BIRTHDAY 
This paper represents a first attempt to construct a Morita theory for 
derived categories, analogous to the classical theory for module categories 
of rings [l, lo]. Our motivation comes from the recent importance of 
derived categories in the representation theory of Lie algebras and 
algebraic groups [3, 111. However, our point of view here is entirely ring- 
theoretic, aimed at placing into a broader context the recent theory of 
tilting modules for finite dimensional algebras as developed by Brenner and 
Butler [S], Bongartz [4], Happel and Ringel [S], and Happel [9]. 
In Section 1 we briefly recall some standard notation and constructions 
from the theory of triangulated categories. In Section 2 we introduce the 
notion of a generalized tilting module for rings and show how it gives rise 
to equivalences of certain derived categories. The main theorem of this sec- 
tion, Theorem 2.1, represents an extension and generalization of a result a 
Happel [9], although we obtained it only after thorough study of Happel’s 
work as well as that of Bongartz [4]. In Section 3 we show that the tilting 
module conditions arise naturally and necessarily in characterizing certain 
equivalences of derived categories. Finally in Section 4 we try to place the 
Morita theory developed so far in the context of a general Morita theory 
for derived categories, indicating some of the remaining difficulties. We also 
use part of the tilting module set up to obtain a localization result in the 
spirit of [2]. 
We would like to thank Klaus Roggcnkamp for directing us to Happel’s 
work, and for sharing with us his unpublished manuscript [13] on 
generalized tilting modules for orders (.f= 2 versions in the sense of 
Theorem (2.1)). 
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1. DERIVED CATEGORIES 
We assume the reader is familiar with the set up of the theory of 
triangulated categories; cf. [ 12, 2, 71. Recall that to an abelian category .n/ 
there are associated various triangulated categories. For example, K+(.d) 
is the homotopy category of complexes x’ with X” = 0 for n 40. The 
(distinguished) triangles in K+(d) are the ones isomorphic to those 
obtained by forming mapping cones. The triangulated categories K(d). 
Kh(x2’), K (.&) of unbounded, bounded, bounded above, respectively, 
complexes are similarly defined. The full triangulated subcategory of 
K+(d) (resp. K ~(~2)) consisting of those complexes having bounded 
cohomology is denoted K’.“(d) (resp. K .“(<d)). 
Associated to a choice K*(d) of one of the above is the derived category 
D*(.&‘). This is defined as the localization (or “quotient”) of K*(d) in the 
sense that those maps (quasi-isomorphisms) X’ + Y’ inducing an 
isomorphism H*(X) + H*( Y’) on cohomology are declared to be inver- 
tible. An important fact, often used without comment, is that any map 
x’+I’ in D*(.d) into a complex I’ in K+(d) consisting of injective 
objects can be represented by an actual map X’ + I’ of complexes. A dual 
statement applies to morphisms P’ + X’ in D*(.d) when P is a complex in 
Kmm(.d) consisting of projective objects. Note that both D’~“(d’) and 
D .h(Cd) are equivalent to D”(d) [ 12, II, Sect. 11. In practice we will fre- 
quently identify these categories, and we also regard D’(d), Dh(,d), etc., 
as subcategories of D(d). 
Given an additive functor F: .d -+ J of abelian categories, one often 
obtains a corresponding right derived functor R*F: D*(.d) -+ D*(d) of 
derived categories. As explained in [ 12, II, Sect. 21, [7, I, Sect. 51, R*F is 
defined in terms of a certain universal mapping property. In case .r/ has 
enough injectives, R + F is always defined and F can be assumed to be left 
exact (in that one can use the left exact functor H”‘a R + F in place of F). 
Explicitly, for x‘ in D+(d) choose a quasi-isomorphism X’ + I’ into an 
injective complex in K+(d). Then R+F(X’) is represented in D(d) by the 
complex F(1”). As shown in [ 12, Sect. 51, R+F can be computed using F 
acyclic resolutions. (Let R”F denote the functor H” R + F, so-called “nth- 
right derived functor” of F. An object X in .z?’ is F-acyclic if R”F(X) = 0 for 
n > 0. ) Similar remarks apply to R +.hF, and moreover R + F I n+ cd )2 R i ,“F. 
Left derived functors are defined in an analogous way. The standard Horn 
and @ lead to derived functors R Horn’ and 0 L, cf [7, 121 for details and 
some standard identities. 
The functor R*F: D*(d) + D(.IA) is a functor of triangulated categories, 
in the sense that it commutes with the translation operator and preserves 
(distinguished) triangles. (In what follows such functors are often called 
exuc.t functors.) If l? D*(.d) + D(d) is any functor of triangulated 
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categories we say P has homological dimension 6n (and we write 
dim P< n) if Hkp( M) = 0 for Ikl > n and all objects M of .d (regarded as 
complexes concentrated in degree 0). We note that if .d has enough injec- 
tives and if F: .d + 8 is an additive functor with R+ F of finite homological 
dimension, then RF: D(,d) -D(B) exists and RFI,+,,,,z R+F [7, I, 
Sect. 5.31. In this case, R F even exists, and RFIDmC,,,, z R F. In fact, RF 
may be evaluated on any complex of F-acyclic objects by applying F term- 
by-term. Similar remarks hold for LF if .d has enough projectives. We 
make only one essential use of these more general functors, in the proof of 
(2.1)(c). Nevertheless, they are also useful in seeing the general picture; 
cf. (2.2). 
We conclude this section with two useful lemmas. 
(I .l ) LEMMA. Let ,nC und &I he uheliun categories suc~h that .d has 
enough injectives und :k9 has enough prajectives. Let F: .o/ + :8 und 
G: .% + .03’ be additive ,fimc.tor.s .such that: 
(i) F is right adjoint to G; 
(ii) R + F und L G huve ,fi‘nite homological dimension. 
Then R+F: Dh(.&‘) + Dh(.4) is right adjoint to L G: Dh(.&) + oh(&). 
Proof: First, it is clear from (ii) that R+F maps D”(.n/) to D”(&)), and 
similarly for L G. (Apply standard long exact sequences, cf. 17, Proof of 
(6.1), p. 621.) Next, observe that for complexes x’ in K(.d), Y’ in K(.W) we 
have a natural isomorphism 
Hom.,.,(G( Y’), X’) E Hom,,,,,( Y, F(x)) 
because of (i). Let .f (resp. .+‘p) be the full subcategory of .n/ (resp. &) con- 
sisting of injective (resp. projective) objects. Since D’.“(x/) (resp. D .“(&I)) 
is equivalent to K+.“(.f) (resp. K .“(.y)) [7], it follows easily from the 
above isomorphism that L .hG is a left adjoint to R+,“F. 1 
(1.2) LEMMA. Let % und A he triunguluted cutegories, and let F: 0 + 8, 
G: B + % he exact functors. Assume that 
(i) F is right udjoint to G; 
(ii) the adjunction functor 0: id, + F- G is an isomorphism; 
(iii) F is an embedding. 
Then the adjunction ,functor n: G 1 F + id, is an isomorphism, und hence F 
and G are equivalences. 
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Proof. To show that any natural transformation is an isomorphism, it 
is sufficient to check that it is an isomorphism on each object. Because 
Fq: FoGn F-+ F is an isomorphism (since its composite with the 
isomorphism 8F: F -+ Fc: Go F is the isomorphsm id,.), it suffices to know 
that F carries non-isomorphisms to non-isomorphisms. Let f’: X-t Y be a 
morphism in 2, and let X + Y--f Z + X[ 1 ] be a triangle containing ,J If 
F(,f) is an isomorphism, then F(Z) z 0. Thus, F(id,) = F(0,). So id, z 0, 
and Z z 0, giving that ,f is an isomorphism, as desired. 1 
We remark that the same result holds for abelian categories with a 
similar proof. This lemma and the previous one will be used in the proof of 
(2.1~) below. 
2. MORITA I: GENERALIZED TILTING THEORY 
For any ring A let ,c9 = mod-A be the category of right A-modules. For a 
right A-module T, we let add, T= add T be the full subcategory of .d 
whose objects are direct summands of finite direct sums of copies of T. 
The goal of the “first Morita theorem” in ring theory [ 1, lo] is to 
provide a class of bimodules which give equivalences of a module category 
with module categories for other rings, via the standard operations of Horn 
and 0. In [IS], Happel obtains an equivalence of the derived category 
@(,(s) with similar derived categories in the special case where A is a finite 
dimensional algebra of finite global dimension, using the notion of a 
“tilting module” [4, 8, 51 (a module T with ,f’= g= I in (2.1)). 
(2.1) THEOREM. Let A he u ring and T u (right) A-module satisfjing the 
following conditions: 
(i) T has u finite resolution 0 -+P,+ ~~~-+P,-+P,,+T+O where 
each P, is u ,finite generuted projective A module; 
(ii) Ext:( T, T) = 0,fbr all positive integers n; 
(iii) A has a.finite resolution 0 + A -+ p’+ ... + TR + 0 with each T’ 
a module in add T. 
Let B he the ring Hom,(T, T), 39 = mod B, F: .d + 39 the ,functor 
Hom,( T, - ), und G: 9l --t .d the ,functor - Qe T. Then: 
(a) The functor R+.‘F: Dh(szl) + D(g) has imuge in Dh(.%). In fuct, 
dim R+,hF< f: 
(b) Similarly, thefunctor L .hG: Dh(2#) + D(zZ) has image in Dh(sM’). 
In ,fuct, dim L .“G d g. 
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(c) The jiunctors R +,‘F and LP.hG induce mutually inverse equivalen- 
ces between D’(d) and D’(g). 
(d) A z Hom,( T, T) and T satisfy the left analogues of (i), (ii), and 
(iii) for B. Moreover, the projective dimension pdim.T of T is at most g, as 
defined for A in (iii), and one may choose g = pdim, T (just as one may, of 
course, choose f = pdim, T). 
Proof For (a) we note that R”‘F(X) = Ext;( T, X) can be computed 
using a projective resolution of T’, for any X in ,d and m 3 0. (Note this 
involves some abuse of notation, since we are identifying R”‘F, a functor we 
have defined to have values in 98, with its composite with the embedding of 
&J into the category Ab of abelian groups.) Hence, (a) follows from (i). 
To prove (b), we apply Hom,( -, T) to the resolution 0 + A + T’ in 
(iii), obtaining a finite complex (*) 0 -+ Hom,( T’, T)) + Hom,(A, T) 2 
T 4 0 of left B-modules. By definition, each Hom,( T’, T) is B-projective, 
while it follows easily from (ii) that (*) is in fact a resolution of T. (Since T 
is Hom,( -, T)-acyclic, the nth cohomology of the complex Hom,( T’, T) 
computes Ext’J’(A, T) = 0, m > 0.) Thus, (*) can be used to compute L ,hG, 
establishing (b). 
We now prove (c). First, it follows from (1.1) together with (a) and (b) 
above that R+,“F is a right adjoint to LwqbG. We claim the adjunction 
functor 0: idDhC,rJ) + R +,hFo L-.hG is an isomorphism. Observe first that the 
natural map P. Hom,( T, P. OB T) is an isomorphism for any complex P. 
of free B-modules. (Note the finite generation of T insures that the functor 
F commutes with arbitrary direct sums.) Since R+ F has finite homological 
dimension, we can evaluate it using RF which is calculated on any complex 
(possibly infinite) of F-acyclic objects by applying F term-by-term. It 
follows that t? is an isomorphism. 
Next, let I: oh(&) -+ @(Ab) be the exact functor corresponding to the 
functor from d to the category Ab of abelian groups which associates to 
each A-module M the underlying abelian group. We claim that 
R Hom’(Rt.hF(A), -))-R+.‘FzI. (**I 
In fact, if x’ in D’(Jz’) is represented by a complex Q’ in R+(d) of 
F-acyclic objects, the composite is represented by the complex 
Hom,(Hom,( T, T’), Hom,( T, Q’)) 
again since Hom,( T, T’) is a complex of B-projective modules. Applying a 
standard tensor identity, this representing complex is in turn isomorphic to 
Hom>(Hom,( T, T’) Og T, Q.) G Hom;( T’, Q’), 
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using the evident identity Hom,( r, T’) OS T% T‘. Since members of add T 
are acyclic for any functor Hom,( -, Qy), q fixed, the complex 
Hom,(T’, Qq) has cohomology Hom,(A, QY)? Qq in degree 0 and 0 
otherwise. By an elementary spectral sequence argument, the natural map 
Hom,( T’, Q’) + Hom,(A, Q’) g Q’ is a quasi-isomorphism. This 
establishes the claim. 
It follows that F is an embedding. Thus, the proof of (c) is completed by 
Lemma ( 1.2 ). 
Finally, we prove (d). For a right A-module L, consider the natural map 
of abelian groups 
Y,-: L -+ Hom,(Hom,(L, T), T) 
defined by Y[,(x)(tl/) = $(x), .Y E L, $ E Hom,(L, 7). Since !P, is obviously 
an isomorphism for L = T, it is an isomorphism for all L in add, T. It now 
follows easily that 
Y.,..: T’ -+ Hom,(Hom 4( T’, T), T) 
is an isomorphism of complexes. Since Hom,( T’, T) -+ T is a finite, finitely 
generated B-projective resolution of T, it follows taking cohomology that 
A % Hom,( T, T) and Ext;;( T, T) = 0 for n > 0. Also, if P. + T is a finite 
resolution of T by finitely generated projective A-modules, we obtain, 
applying the functor F, a finite B-module resolution 0 + B + T” where 
T” = Hom,d(P,, T) lies in add, T. Assertion (d) now follows easily. 1 
(2.2) Remark. Because of the finiteness properties (a) and (b) above, 
the functors R+.‘F and L--.‘C extend to RF, R+F, R-F and LG, L+G, 
L -G on D(,d), D’(.c4), D- (&‘) and D(B), D’(S), D.-(B), respectively. 
(Of course, R + F and L-G are always defined.) See Section 1. It seems 
plausable that each of the corresponding pairs of functors is mutually 
inverse, though we have not checked this. One possible vehicle for such a 
verification is the homotopy action suggested in Section 4. 
(2.3) DEFINITION. Let A be a ring and T a right A-module. Following 
[4, 5, S] we say T is a (generalized) tilting module for A if it satisfies the 
conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of (2.1). (The original notion, in the papers 
cited, is the case f = g = 1 with A a finite dimensional algebra.) Similarly, 
one defines left tilting modules. 
The following corollary generalizes an analogous result of Bongartz 
[4; Cor. l] for the original notion of a tilting module. 
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(2.4) COROLLARY. Let T he a tilting module for a ring A in the sense 
above, and put B = Hom,( T, - ). The ring B has finite global dimension l/ 
and only if A has finite global dimension. In this case. 
gl dim B d gl dim A + pdim. T, 
gl dim A d gl dim B + pdim,4 T. 
(Recall from (2.1)(d) that in (2.1)(i), (iii) one can take ,f=pdim,4 T and 
g=pdim.T.) 
Proqf Let L be the functor Lp.hG in (2.1). Since L is an equivalence of 
categories, we have 
Ext’,(M, N)zHomDh,,,,(M[-i], N)rHoml~h,~y’,(L(M)[-i], L(N)), 
for B-modules M, N. Since G = -0 A T, one sees using (2.1 )(i) that L(M) 
and L(N) are represented by complexes in Dh(.c3) which are 0 in degrees 
n > 0 or n < -pdim, T. If x’, Y’ are finite complexes in I)“(,&‘) concen- 
trated in non-positive degrees, it follows easily by induction of the length d 
of x’ that Horn Dh(dJ(X[-i], Y’)=O for i>d+gl dimA (e.g., use the 
exact sequence for hyperext [7, Proposition 6.1, p. 6.21). 1 
Following Happel [9], the Grothendieck group Grot(2) of a 
triangulated category 9 is defined to be the abelian group generated by the 
objects of 53 subject to the relations X- Y + Z = 0 for every distinguished 
triangle X -+ Y--t Z + X[ 1 ] in 9. For X in B we let [X] denote the 
corresponding element in Grot(3). (It is interesting to note that 
[X[l]]= -[Xl since there is a triangle X+O-+X[l]-X[l].) 
If .d is an abelian category with Grothendieck group Grot(d) defined in 
the usual way, then Grot(@(.@‘)) r Grot(&). Indeed, if 0 + A --f B-t 
C -+ 0 is a short exact sequence in .zZ, then B@ C[ - 1 ] + B -+ C i 
B[ l] 0 C with the obvious maps forms a triangle in Dh(,d), the terms of 
which are quasi-isomorphic to A, B, C, respectively. This shows that the 
natural inclusion .d + @(,d) induces a map on Grothendieck groups. On 
the other hand, if x’tis a complex in Dh(&) then the Euler characteristic 
x( [Xl) = C( - l)‘[H’(X’)] gives a well-defined element in Grot(.d), and 
the long exact sequence of cohomology shows that x induces a map 
Grot(Dh(.&‘)) -+ Grot(,d). This map and the previous one are clearly 
mutually inverse. 
Happel [9] has observed, in a formally equivalent context, that if 
J: Dh(.s4) -+ oh(g) is an equivalence of triangulated categories, with .d and 
&? abelian categories, then J obviously induces an isomorphism 
J: Grot(D’(&‘)) + Grot(D”(,%?)) 
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of Grothendieck groups given by 
J(Cx’l)= CJ(X)l, 
and therefore an isomorphism 
J: Grot(.cLI) + Grot(Z8). 
Moreover, this isomorphism preserves inner products, in the following 
sense: Suppose that .d and ti each have enough projectives or injectives, so 
that R Horn. is defined. Assume also that each has finite global dimension, 
so that R Horn. defines a product on II”(&) and on #‘(g). For [X], [Y’] 
in Grot(D”(.d)) we have an inner product ([Xl, [ Y’]),Cf defined by 
([Xl, [Y’] ) = x(R Hom(X’, Y’)). 
A similar definition holds in d, and we have 
([Xl, IYl>.,= <J[Xl, JCY.1). 
(To see this, note that H’(R Hom.(X’, Y’))?Hom.a,,,,(X’[ -i], Y’)? 
Horn nh,a,(JX’[ -i], JY’)? H’(R Hom(JX’, JX’)).) 
(2.5) COROLLARY (Happel [9] ). Let A he u ring, T a tilting module 
in sense sf (2.2), und put B = Hom,d( T, T). Let .d = mod A, ~8 = mod B, 
und let J= R+.“F: oh(&) + Dh(C#) be the induced equivalence qf (2.1). 
Then there is un induced isomorphism of Grothendieck groups 
J: Grot(.d) -+ Grot(:‘A). Furthermore, lf A has ,jinite global dimension then 
([Xl, [Y]>.,= (J[X], J[Y]>iA.fc)r euch [Xl, [Y]~Grot(.d). 
The proof is immediate from (2. I ), (2.4) and the discussion above, since 
J is indeed an equivalence of categories. 
3. MORITA II: CHARACTERIZATIONS OF FUNCTORS 
We begin this section with the following general result of some indepen- 
dent interest. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let F: .d -+ .& he u left exuct additive ,func.tor on uhelian 
categories .d und .8. Assume thut .d bus enough injectives und ~9 has enough 
projectives. Suppose the derived,functor R +.hF: Dh(C~) -+ D(g) has imuge in 
D”(8) und hus u left udjoint, us a ,functor Dh(zZ) + Dh(J) on triangulated 
categories. Then F bus u lcfi adjoint G: J--f .d und the ,functor 
L .hG: Dh(.Z8) + D(,d) has imuge in Dh(.&), und as such is the kft adjoint yf 
R t,hF above. 
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Proqf: Let G: Dh(91) + Dh(&‘) be a left adjoint to R +.hF, and let 
G: a + ,J$ denote the composition of the inclusion 69 + Dh(9#) and the 
functor Ho o G. As observed in [2, 1.3.171, the functor G is left adjoint 
to F. For any integer s, the truncation functor [2, 1.31 
t2,: D (cd) + D--,“‘(s!)= Dh,2’(&) is left adjoint to the inclusion 
functor Dh.2’(sZ) + D (XI). We claim that the functor TV, L .hG: 
oh(a) + Dh.2s(&) is left adjoint to R+~hFlnh,z~(,tiI. To see this, consider a 
complex x’ in D’(g) and Y’ in Dh.“(&). Let x’ be represented in K (&) 
by a complex P. of projective objects and let Y’ be represented in K+(.d) 
by a complex Q’ of injective objects. Then 
Hom,,h.Zl,.ri, (r,,L ~.“G(X), Y’)zHom, ,,,(L .hG(X’), Y’) 
2 Horn., ,,,(G(p.h Q.1) z Hom.,.,(p., F(Q’))) 
z Horn n/7( Jx’, R +.“F( y‘)), 
proving the claim. (The naturality can be checked directly.) Of course, 
T~,G is also a left adjoint to R+.hFIn,,,rS,Cg,. Therefore, ta,L .hGzta,G. 
For any given complex x’ in Dh(.M), d(X) belongs to Dh(,&‘), and so 
G(X) 5 ra,G(Y) for s+O. Thus, L .hG(X) 5 T~,L ,“G(.Y) for all suf- 
ficiently large s, and it follows that L .hG(X) belongs to Dh(.d). This 
clearly establishes the lemma. 1 
We remark that a similar result holdsfor right exact functors :‘A + .d by 
duality. 
Now let A and B be rings, and let .cy’ = mod-A, J = mod-B be their right 
module categories. Let ,Y’~ be the full subcategory of .d whose objects con- 
sist of finitely generated projective A-modules, and define .& similarly. 
Then the triangulated categories Kh(YA) and K”(,Y’~) embed fully into 
Dh(&) and Dh(:#), respectively, as follows easily from the discussion in 
[7]. Note that if T is a tilting module for A as in (2.2) with F= 
Hom,(T, - ) and B= Hom,,(T, T), then (2.1) shows that not only does 
R+.hF map Dh(,d) into Dh(.#), inducing an equivalence, but also R+.hF 
maps Kh(&) into K”(:Y’~), inducing an equivalence. This motivates the 
following which is the main result of this section. 
(3.2) THEOREM. Let &, 9’) &, ;pB he as above. Let F: d -+ 9 be a left 
exact additive jiunctor. Assume that R +.hF: oh(&) + D(g) mlzps Dh(.&) into 
Dh(g), inducing an equivalence qf triangulated categories, and as IveIl as an 
equivalence of Kh(??A) with Kh(pB). Then FZ Hom,(T, -). inhere T is a 
(generalized) tilting module in the sense ef (2.2) krxith B z Hom,( T, T). 
Proqj: Applying (3.1) we conclude that R +.hF has inverse of the form 
L .hG, where G: S9 + .d is an additive functor which is left adjoint to F. As 
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such, G is right exact and preserves arbitrary direct sums. Thus, if T is the 
(B, A)-bimodule G(B), we have that FZ -Be T, by the Eilenberg-Watts 
theorem [ 1, I, 2.31. 
Since the right A-module T= G(B) z L ,“G(B) is isomorphic to an 
object in Kb(YA)), there is a complex P, in Kh(PA) and a map P. -+ T which 
is a quasi-isomorphism. In nonnegative degrees, the differentials of P, are 
split surjections onto their images. (Start with the nonzero differential of 
largest index, and work backwards.) Hence we may replace P, by a com- 
plex in Kh(YA) concentrated in degress 60, that is, a “resolution” of T. 
Thus, T satisfies the hypothesis (i) of (2.1). 
Next, since R Hom( T, T) 2 R +.hF( T) z R+.hF L ,hG(B) z B, we see, in 
particular, that Ext;( T, T) =0 for all positive n. Thus, condition (ii) of 
(2.1) holds. Also, since A lies in Kb(q4) and since G maps objects in YB to 
objects in add, T, there exists a quasi-isomorphism A + T’, with T’ in 
Kh(add, T). Since A as well as all objects in add,4 are acyclic for any functor 
Hom,( -, S) for S in add, T, we see (starting in the top degree and work- 
ing backwards) that all kernels and images of differentials in T‘ are also 
acyclic for Hom,( -, S). Now, starting from bottom degrees and working 
upwards, we see that each differential of negative degree is a split 
epimorphism into its image. Thus, T’ may be replaced by a complex which 
is zero in negative degrees, establishing (iii) in (2.1). 
Finally, to identify Hom,( T, T), note that the above G-module isomor- 
pism B 5 R+.“F- L .‘G(B) z R Hom.( T, T) 2 Hom,( T, T) is adjoint to 
the identity map L -.“G( B) --, L .hG(B) by construction. As such it is the 
unique map B -+ Hom,( T, T) making the diagram 
commutative. Note that G may be used to evaluate L’G on B and on 
Hom,( T, T) 2 R +.“F( T) g B. However, the vertical map is the natural 
evaluation, hence the natural ring homomorphism B + Hom,,(( T, T) serves. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
In case A and B are finite dimensional algebras, the categories of finitely 
generated A- and B-modules both have enough projectives and enough 
injectives so that (2.1) applies. Theorem (3.2) holds (as well as (2.1)) 
replacing d and B by the categories of finitely generated modules. If 
moreover A and B have finite global dimension, then Kh(.YA) identifies with 
D”‘(.c4) and Kh(YB) with the new D”(g). Thus, we obtain the following 
result. 
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(3.3) COROLLARY. !f A and B are ,finite dimensional algebras qf ,finite 
global dimension and d, 93 denote the categories of.finitely generated right 
A- and B-modules, respectively, then any left exact additive ,functor 
F: .F4 + 9~’ which induces an equivalence R f,hF: Dh(.d) + Dh(2?) of 
triangulated categories has the ,form Fr Hom,d( T, - ), where T is a 
generalized tilting module ,for A. Conversely, any such T gives rise to cm 
equivalence of these trianguluted categories. 
(3.4) EXAMPLE. Suppose A is a finite dimensional algebra of finite 
global dimension. Let F be the Nakayama functor [6] MH Hom,(M*, A) 
which clearly induces an equivalence of oh(&) to D’(:d) since it maps 
injective modules bijectively to projective modules. The functor F satisfies 
the conditions of (3.2) and in fact FZ Hom,(A*, ~ ). One can of course 
see directly that A* satisfies the conditions for a generalized tilting module. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Although Theorem (3.2) is quite satisfactory for equivalences 
Dh(.d) + Dh(.M) of the form R+.hF, the question naturally arises as to what 
other equivalences are possible. Actually we have seen some of this already 
since the proof of (2.2)(c) shows one form of the “inverse” of R +.‘F to be of 
the form R Hom.(R+,hF(A), - ). Similarly, we could have shown that 
another “form” for R +.hF is R Hom.( T, B) @ 2 -. These examples suggest 
a more general theory, completely parallel to the classical Morita theory 
for modules categories, with invertible bimodules being replaced by 
suitable complexes. One of the difftculties with such an approach at the 
present is that we must deal with complexes which, for one of the rings 
involved, have an action only up to homotopy. We hope to deal with this 
question in a later paper. For the present we note a simple example which 
indicates how in some cases these difficulties can be by-passed. 
(4.1) EXAMPLE. Let A, B, and C be rings, and T= AT,, T’ = (. T, be 
generalized tilting modules. Put F= Hom,( T, - ) and F’ = Hom,( T’, - ). 
Then R Hom’( T’ 0; T, X) makes sense as a functor Dh(&‘) -+ oh(V), with 
.d = mod A, V= mod C. In fact, this functor is the composition 
R+,hFoR+,hF. 
To see this, fix a projective resolution P. + TB as in (2.1)(i). Then 
T 02 T is represented by the complex P, Be T in Kh(&‘). For an injective 
complex I’ in K+(,d) representing x’ in Dh(~&)), we have that 
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R Hom.( T’ 0; T, X) is represented by the following complex of abehan 
groups: 
Hom,(P, Oa T, I’) z Hom,(P,, Hom,( T, Z’)). 
Note that there is a homotopy of C on P. with respect to which the above 
isomorphism is equivariant. Replacing Hom,( T, I’) by a complex J’ of 
injective B-modules, and collapsing P. we obtain, C-equivariantly, a com- 
plex Hom,( T’, J’) of C-modules representing R Hom’( T’ @f T, X’). This 
represents the latter as a well-defined element of LI”(%), equal in fact to 
R+,“F 17 R ‘,hF(X’), as claimed. 
Another interesting direction involves relaxing the defining conditions for 
a tilting module in (2.1). 
(4.2) EXAMPLE. Suppose T is a right module for a ring A which satisfies 
the conditions (i) and (ii) of (2.1). Put B = Horn ,,( T, T). Define 
i!:D-(29)+D (.a?‘) to be -@bT and i!: D (cd)- D (9) to be 
R Hom,( T, - ). (Note the last definition is legitimate on D (.n/) by the 
finiteness condition (ii).) It is easy to see that i, is left adjoint to i’ and 
i’i! = Id because of condition (i). Thus, D (:&) is embedded as a full 
triangulated subcategory of D (.a!‘). 
Suppose now that pdim,T< X. Then the above functors i! and i, make 
sense and are adjoint on the corresponding bounded categories Dh(.d) and 
D”(98). In fact one can obtain from this with a further finiteness condition 
on T full recollement set-up of [2, 1.41. The point is that one can immitate 
with purely algebraic hypotheses some of the formal properties of construc- 
tible sheaves on stratified analytic manifolds. We intend to discuss these 
constructions in more detail and give examples in a future paper. 
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